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We introduce the concept of polynomial operation from the Burnside ring functor A to other 
representation functors R, which includes operations such as symmetric powers, I-operations and 
Adams operations. The set of polynomial operations from A to R, Pol(A, R), has a canonical 
ring structure. We give a complete description of the additive structure of this ring as well as a 
family of generating operations. 
Introduction 
In this paper we study polynomial operations q : A + R where A denotes the Burn- 
side ring functor, and R is a representation functor, see Definition 2.1. Polynomial 
operations (1.6) are natural transformations between contravariant functors such 
that vG : A(G) + R(G) is a polynomial map for each finite group G. The set of all 
polynomial operations Pol(A,R) is closed under the addition and multiplication 
defined from the ring structures on the R(G)‘s, thus having a ring structure. 
Our purpose is to give a description of the additive structure of Pol(A, R). In 
order to do that we construct a family of polynomial operations 
F(a):A +R, 
one for each a~ RS(m), mr0, where S(m) is the symmetric group of degree m. 
These operations are the bricks polynomial operations are made of. The degree of 
F(a) is measured (2.9-2.10) by a filtration of the ring RS(m) by ideals 
0 = J;(R) c J;(R) c ... c J;(R) = RS(m). 
Namely F(a) has degree rn if and only if aeJG(R). The main result (Theorem 
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2.11) is that for each polynomial operation q : A + R of degree <n there exists a 
unique sequence (b,),“=o~nz=, RS(m) such that 
(2) ~,EJ~(R) for m>n. 
In other words, the group Pol,(A, R), of polynomial operations q : A --f R of 
degree in, is isomorphic to the group 
ii RS(m) x .,=fi+, J XW. 
m=O 
There are two sources of examples of representation functors. One is algebraic 
topology: each multiplicative cohomology theory h* yields representation functors 
Rho, Rhev, a polynomial operation can then be considered as a characteristic class 
defined on G-sets or, what is the same, on permutation representations. In this con- 
text our work generalizes the construction done by Segal and Stretch in [31, $31. In 
some cases one can establish a one to one correspondence between polynomial 
operations <: rc,” + ho, where rr,” denotes the 0th stable cohomotopy, and 
polynomial operations q : A + Rho, see [33, 11.2.8-2.91. The results concerning 
algebraic topology will be reported in [34]. 
The other source is the representation theory of finite groups. Namely the 
representation ring functor R,, F a field, satisfies the axioms for representation 
functor. Also the discrete version of R,, namely the Burnside ring functor A, is a 
representation functor. One can also complete them with respect to augmentation 
ideals, the completed functors RF, a are also representation functors. This 
establishes a connection with topology since there are natural isomorphisms 
f?c= RK’ [2], where K” denotes the 0th complex K-theory, and a G Rnf [6]. 
The case of the Burnside ring functor A has interest by itself: several authors 
[4,5,11,20,23,26,27,30,32] have studied operations on Burnside rings such as A- 
operations, Adams operations and generalized symmetric powers. All these opera- 
tions are polynomial. It seems to me that the theory of polynomial operations 
developed in this work could provide a general framework for the study of the 
operations mentioned above. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains some definitions and known 
results about polynomial operations and Burnside rings. We begin Section 2 with 
the definition of the concept of representation functor and give some examples. The 
definition is strongly motivated by the notions of Mackey functor and Frobenius 
functor [16,17]. Then we state the main results without proofs. Section 3 contains 
the remaining technical details on Burnside rings and polynomial operations. The 
proofs of the main theorems are given in Section 4. 
In Section 5 we restrict ourselves to the study of geometric operations q :A +A 
in Burnside rings. They are (1.14, 5.7), linear combinations of generalized sym- 
metric powers (1.12). The usual examples of operations in Burnside rings, such as 
generalized symmetric powers, free powers, A-operations and Adams operations, 
are all geometric. The question arises if every polynomial operation yj : A -+A is 
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geometric. We would like to pose this question for operations v : A + R to an ar- 
bitrary representation functor R, but we haven’t defined generalized symmetric 
powers P,,/H:A -+ R in general, and it is not clear how to do that. However one 
can give a new, natural definition of geometric operation q : A -+ R. Namely YZ is 
called geometric if it can be expressed as a finite sum of F(a)‘s (Definition 2.15). 
For R =A this coincides with the definition in 1.14. 
In Section 6 we study the existence of non-geometric operations. In doing so we 
construct elements a: EJ~(R) for rn>nz 1. We prove (6.5-6.9) that if infinitely 
many &‘s are non-zero, then there exists non-geometric operations, in fact un- 
countably many of degree n for each no 1. We then show that this condition is 
satisfied by A (6.10), a (Lemma 6.14), RF, F a field of characteristic 0 (Lemma 
6.13), and Z?, (Lemma 6.16). The elements a; yield new operations a: := F(a:), 
which could be useful. For example, the operations aA : A --f A are related to the 
Adams operations (work in progress). 
1. Polynomial operations and Burnside rings 
Polynomial operations occur with different names in the literature. They are call- 
ed maps of finite degree in [19, $91, [13], algebraic in [15], [18, 5.61, [9, #OC], 
polynomial in [28,29]. We recall some definitions and some properties, which will 
be needed in the sequel. 
1.1. Definition. Let M denote an additive abelian monoid, B an additive abelian 
group, both with neutral element 0, and letf : M+ B denote any map, not necessari- 
ly a homomorphism. For each n 2 0 we define a map 
Dnf:Mnil -+B, 
where IZl denotes the cardinality of the set I. This map is up to the constant term 
(-1)““f (0) the nth deviation off defined by Eilenberg-MacLane [19, $81. 
The map f is called polynomial of degree 0 if it is constant. Inductively f is called 
polynomial of degree sn if the map Db f : Mj B defined by XC D’f (b,x) is 
polynomial of degree in - 1, for all b EM. Warning: Db f differs from D,,,,q in 
[18, 5.6.11 by a constant. If f is polynomial, the degree off, in symbols deg(f), is 
the minimum of all n such that f is of degree sn. 
1.2. Lemma. Let f, g : M-t B be polynomial maps. Then 
(1) The sum f + g off and g is polynomial and 
de&f + g) 5 max{deg(f ), de&g)}. 
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(2) If B is a commutative ring, we can define the product fg off and g, it is 
polynomial and deg( fg) 5 deg( f) + deg(g). 0 
For our purposes the most important property of the polynomial maps is the 
following one: 
1.3. Theorem. Let y : AI--+ KM be the universal map of M to its Grothendieck 
group. If f : M+ B is a polynomial map, then there exists a unique polynomial map 
7: KM+ B such that f =Jo y. Moreover deg(f) =deg(f). 0 
Proofs of these facts can be found in [18, 5.61. 
1.4. The Burnside ring functor. Let G be a finite group. A G-set is a finite set on 
which G acts from the left. Disjoint union and Cartesian product turn the set of 
isomorphism classes of G-sets into a semiring A+(G). The associated Grothendieck 
ring A(G) is called the Burnside ring of G. 
The Burnside ring of G is a commutative noetherian ring with identity, 1,. Ad- 
ditively it is freely generated by the homogeneous G-sets, that is, by the cosets G/H, 
where H runs through a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups 
of G. For each group G we will fix such a set of representatives. It will be denoted 
by T(G). For S(n), the symmetric group of degree n, we put T,:=T(S(n)). 
Each group homomorphism p : G--f H turns an H-set into a G-set, defining in this 
way a ring homomorphism CJJ* :A(H) +A(G). One can think of A as a con- 
travariant functor from the category of finite groups to the category ‘8+‘-, of com- 
mutative rings with identity. 
Two group homomorphisms p, w : G + H are conjugate, in symbols v, - I,V, if 
there exists h E H such that p(g) = h v(g)h-‘, for all g E G. In this case v)* = I,v*. So 
A factors through a quotient category-its objects are the finite groups, and its 
morphisms are the conjugacy classes of group homomorphisms-which we denote 
by $2. We use the same notation for the new functor 
The reason for considering the category $2 is that the functor A+ : $7 -92~ 
decomposes into a disjoint union of representable functors: 
1.5. Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism 
A’(G) E fi Horn% (G, S(n)), 
n=O 
taking a G-set X to the equivalence class of the homomorphism G --* Aut(X) = 
S( IX 1) describing the action of G on X. 0 
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This shall allow us to use the Yoneda lemma when studying natural transforma- 
tions on Burnside rings. In this context an element in AS(n) deserves special atten- 
tion, namely the set { 1, . . . , n} on which S(n) acts by permuting its elements. This 
S(n)-set corresponds under the bijection from Lemma 1.5 to the identity on S(n). 
We denote it by I, and call it a universal element. 
Some references for Burnside rings are [9,10,14,16,23,24]. 
1.6. Polynomial operations. Let E: C!J + AZ&W and F : 9 -+ 4 be contravariant 
functors. Here & denotes the category of abelian monoids and monoid 
homomorphisms, and &% denotes the category of abelian groups and group 
homomorphisms. Later we specialize to the case E=A+. 
A natural transformation q : E+ F is a family of maps qG : E(G) + F(G) be- 
tween sets, one for each finite group G, such that the diagram 
E(H) * F(H) 
commutes for each group homomorphism f: G + H. A natural transformation 
q : E + F is called polynomial operation if there exists a natural number n such that 
the map qc : E(G) + F(G) is polynomial of degree 5 n, for all finite groups G. The 
degree of u is the smallest of all such n’s. 
1.7. Remarks. Let Nat(E, F) denote the set of all natural transformations V: E + F. 
This set has a canonical structure of an abelian group which is induced by the 
abelian group structures of the F(G)‘s: 
(q+b := qG+iG. 
Let Pol(E, F) denote the set of all polynomial operations q : E + F. It follows 
from Lemma 1.2 that Pol(E, F) is a subgroup of Nat(E, F). Later F will have more 
structure, namely F will be a functor to F?%. In this case Nat(E, F) will be a com- 
mutative ring with identity, the product being defined in the same way the sum was. 
Again by Lemma 1.2 Pol(E, F) will be a subring of Nat(E, F). The unit in Pol(E, F) 
will be given by the family of constant maps a ++ ld, 1, being the identity in F(G), 
which has degree zero. 
1.8. Definition. Given E: $2 + A+!&, the Grothendieck functor of E is the con- 
travariant functor KE: 9 +.A%, where KE(G) is just the Grothendieck group of 
E(G). One has a canonical natural transformation y : E + KE formed by the univer- 
sal maps yG : E(G) + KE(G). Since the ~d’s are universal with respect to polynomial 
maps (Theorem 1.3) then y is universal with respect to polynomial operations, namely: 
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1.9. Proposition. If TV : E -+ F is a polynomial operation of degree n, then there ex- 
ists a unique polynomial operation fi : KE + F such that rl= fjo y. And one has 
deg(q) = deg(e). Therefore the restriction map 
y* : Pol(KE, F) -+ Pol(E, F) 
is a group isomorphism. 0 
Now we specialize to the case E = A+. The Grothendieck functor of A+ is just the 
Burnside ring functor A. 
1.10. Lemma. The map 
%:Nat(A+,F)+ i FS(k) 
k=O 
q - h(k)(lk))km,O 
is a group isomorphism. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.5 and the Yoneda lemma. 0 
1.11. Remarks. (1) We call the elements ~sCkj(zk)~FS(k), k=O, 1, . . . . the charac- 
teristic numbers of r. (2) Later F will take values on g%. In this case the group 
homomorphisms in Proposition 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 will be ring homomorphisms. 
We now give some examples of polynomial operations on Burnside rings. Let G 
be a finite group. 
1.12. Generalized symmetric powers. If X is a G-set, then the n-fold Cartesian pro- 
duct X” of X is an S(n) x G-set under the action 
(a,g). (x,, . . . . x,) := (g&J ‘(I), ...,gx,~$l,), 
for oeS(n), gEG, and x, ,..., x,,EX. 
Let HC S(n) be a permutation group. The set of H-orbits X”/H is a G-set. Thus 
the correspondence X++ X”/H defines a map 
P,/H:A+(G)+A(G), 
called the H-symmetric power or generalized symmetric power. If H= S(n), then 
P,/H is the nth symmetric power S,. If HC S(n) is the trivial group we denote 
P,,/H by P,. The construction is natural on X, thus one has a natural transfor- 
mation 
P,/H:A++A. 
It is not difficult to prove directly that P,,/H is a polynomial operation, see [33, 
1.3.61. We shall give in Lemma 5.6 another proof. 
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1.13. Free powers. Let X be a G-set. The free part of X” under the action of S(n) 
is the S(n) x G-set 
F,(X) := {(x,,...,x,)EX”li#j * X,#Xj}. 
Let Hg S(n) be a permutation group. The set of H-orbits F,(X)/H is a G-set. 
Thus the correspondence XW F,(X)/H defines a map 
F,,/‘H:A+(G)-,A(G), 
called the H-free power. If H= S(n), then F,/H is the nth A-operation A,, studied 
by Siebeneicher [32]. If HC S(n) is the trivial group we denote F,/H by F.,. The 
correspondence is also natural on X, thus one has a natural transformation 
F,/H:A+-tA. 
Again it is not difficult to prove directly that F,,/H is a polynomial operation of 
degree n, see [33, 1.3.14-3.181. However we shall see in 5.5 that this follows im- 
mediately from Theorem 2.9. 
1.14. Geometric operations. Boorman [.5, p. 1361 made the following construction: 
Let W be an S(n)-set and Y be an S(n) x G-set, then the orbit set W XSCn) Y is a 
G-set with the action given by 
g* [W,Yl := [w,&vl 
for g E G, w E W, y E Y. Thus the correspondence X H W X sCn) X” defines a map 
SP( W) : A+(G) -+ A (G), natural on X, and one has a natural transformation 
The following properties are easy to check: 
(1) sP(w,+ W,)=SP(W,)+SP(W,), w,, w,EA+S(n). 
(2) SP(S(n)/H) = PJH. 
Since {s(n)/H 1 HE 7”) is a basis for AS(n), see 1.4, it follows from (1) and (2) 
that SP( W) : A’ --t A is a polynomial operation of degree 5 n, therefore it extends 
to a polynomial operation SP( W) : A -+ A of degree 5 II: just apply Proposition 1.9 
for E= A+. This gives a solution to the problem stated by Boorman [5, p. 1491. 
Other solutions were given before by Rymer [30, p. 771 and by Hoffman [21, 
p. 1121. 
More generally for a virtual S(n)-set a= CNETn aH’ S(n)/H, aHc Z, we define a 
polynomial operation SP(a) : A -+ A by 
SP(a) := c aH.P,JH. 
HE T, 
Let S(A) := a,“=, AS(n). The preceding yields a group homomorphism 
SP : S(A) 4 Pol(A,A). 
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Since for each a E S(A) the polynomial operation SP(a) : A + A can be defined by 
means of geometrical constructions when using tom Dieck’s definition of the Burn- 
side ring, see [30], [lo, IV.21, we shall call it geometric operation. These operations 
are also called P-operations in the literature, see [5, p. 1441, [20], [30, $31. 
In fact S(A) has a ring structure, see Definition 2.4, and we have: 
1.15. Proposition (Rymer [30, Theorem 21). The map SP : S(A) + Pol(A,A) is a 
ring homomorphism. 
Proof. The same as in [30], but using G-sets. This can be done since SP(a) is well 
defined on virtual G-sets, see (1.14). 0 
2. Polynomial operations and representation functors 
As pointed out in the introduction the definition of representation functor is 
motivated by the notions of Mackey and Frobenius functors, see [ 16,171. The main 
difference is that a representation functor is defined at once for all finite groups, 
while Mackey and Frobenius functors are defined on finite G-sets for some fixed 
group G. Another related notion is, as the referee pointed out, that of a universal 
family of Green functors, see [17, $71. The basic difference is that we substitute the 
Frobenius reciprocity axiom in the definition of Green functor by our R3. In fact 
representation functors satisfy Frobenius reciprocity, see Lemma 4.3. Thus they 
yield universal families of Green functors. 
2.1. Definition. A representation functor R is a contravariant functor R : 9 + 
i!i?% together with a family of group homomorphisms Ind$: R(H) + R(G), one 
for each subgroup HC G, satisfying the axioms Rl-R3. 
Rl: Indg = Id, and Ind$oInd$ = Indz for KC HL G. 
Notation: If H is a subgroup of G and i: Hc, G denotes the inclusion, it is 
customary to write Resg for the ring homomorphism i* : R(G) -+ R(H). Ind$ is 
called the induction homomorphism and ResH ’ is called the restriction homo- 
morphism. Finally the product of two elements a, bER(G) will be denoted by 
a- bER(G). 
R2: R satisfies the Mackey formula (double coset formula): For subgroups H, K 
of G take a double coset decomposition for G, G = u?=, Kg, H. Let H, := g, Hg,-’ 
and denote by ci: Hi + H conjugation with g,r, then 
n 
ResgoIndg= c IndgnH,0Res2i,H,oc,*. 
i= I 
2.2. Definition. Let R : 9 + EY% b e a contravariant functor, then we define an ex- 
terior product on R, by analogy with a multiplicative cohomology theory, by think- 
ing the products on the R(G)‘s as interior products 
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v : R(G) x R(G) + R(G). 
For finite groups G, H let p : G x H --f G, q : G x H --t H denote respectively the 
first, the second projection. Then the exterior product 
x :R(G)xR(H)+R(GxH) 
is defined by 
axb=p*a-q*b 
for aeR(G), bgR(H). 
R3: Let G, K be finite groups and let H, L be respectively subgroups of G, K, 
then the following diagram commutes: 
X 
R(H) x R(L) - R(HxL) 
R(G) x R(K) - R(GxK) . 
2.3. Examples of representation functors. (1) The Burnside ring functor A : $2 -+ 
@?% together with the induction homomorphisms. See 1.4 and 3.4. 
(2) Let e denote the trivial group. The restriction homomorphism Res: : A(G) * 
A(e)EZ is called the augmentation. The kernel of Resz is called the augmentation 
ideal, and is denoted by I(G). Let A(G) be the I(G)-adic completion of A(G). The 
completed Burnside ring functor a : $3 + f!T% together with the induction 
homomorphisms is a representation functor. See [33, 1.4.4.21. 
(3) Let F be a field and G be a finite group. Denote by R,(G) the Grothendieck 
ring of the group ring F[G]-with respect to the short exact sequences of finitely 
generated left F[G]-modules [8, §16]. It follows from the representation theory of 
finite groups that RF: ‘$2 --t i?Z% together with induction homomorphisms is a 
representation functor [8, (10.6), (10.13), (10.17)]. 
(4) As in (2) the restriction homomorphism Res: : R,(G) -+ R,(e) E Z defines an 
augmentation ideal Z,(G). Let g,(G) denote the I,(G)-adic completion. This 
defines, as in (2), a representation functor a,: % + VZ%. 
(5) Let h* be a multiplicative cohomology theory. For a finite group G let 
Rho(G) := h’(BG), where BG denotes the classifying space of G, then the functor 
Rho : $2 + @fh~ together with the transfer maps is a representation functor. See [ 1, 
$4.31 for the properties of the transfer. 
(6) Let h* be as before, and let Rhe”(G) := h’“(BG) = enEH h’“(BG), then the 
functor Rhe” : 9 + ES%+ together with the transfer maps is a representation func- 
tor. We take even degrees since we want Rhe”(G) to be commutative and not mere- 
ly commutative in the graded sense. 
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One could define other representation functors coming from topology depending 
on concrete problems. 
2.4. Definition. Let R be a representation functor. We consider the abelian group 
S(R) := 6 RS(m) 
m=O 
and define a product 
. : S(R) @ S(R) + S(R), 
given on components by the compositions 
RS(m) @ RF?(n) 1 R[S(m) x S(n)] 
h&(“‘+ n) 
S(m)x RS(m+n). 
It is straightforward to check that l is associative and commutative. S(R) is then 
a commutative Z-algebra with unit. One could think S(R) graded by defining 
S(R) -0, 2m+1- S(R),, = RS(m). 
The completion of S(R) with respect to the topology given by the filtration of the 
groups @,“=, RS(m), ~‘20, is the abelian group P(R) := fl,“=, RS(m). The pro- 
duct on S(R) extends in a natural way to a product on P(R), hence turning P(R) 
into an associative, commutative Z-algebra. 
2.5. Remarks. (1) We shall identify the rings Nat(A+, R) and n,“=, RS(k) through 
the ring isomorphism given in Lemma 1.10, so that we will speak indistinctly of a 
natural transformation or of its sequence of characteristic numbers (Remark 1.11). 
As a group Nat(A+, R) is then filtered by the subgroups n,“=, RS(k), 110, and is 
complete in the filtration topology. 
(2) Although P(R) and n,“=, RS(k) are identical as abelian groups they have 
quite different products. In order to avoid confusions, when we speak of a ring 
structure on n,“=, RS(k) we shall always mean that of the direct product. 
(3) By 1, we shall denote the identity in RS(m). 
2.6. Definition. For a E RS(m), m 10, we consider the sequence (cz,)~=~ defined by 
( 
0 if k-cm, 
ak = 
a*l, if m f t = k. 
The maps 
RS(m) --f Nat(A+, R), a - (ak)r=07 
m L 0, are obviously group homomorphisms. Together they define a group 
homomorphism 
F:S(R)-+Nat(A+,R). 
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Since F( a,“=, RS(m)) c nI,“=, RS(k) for all 120, F is continuous in the corre- 
sponding filtration topologies. Hence F extends to a continuous group homo- 
morphism 
P:P(R)+Nat(A+,R). 
2.7. Proposition. P: P(R) + Nat(A+, R) is a group isomorphism. Cl 
2.8. Remarks. (1) If a ERS(~), then the map F(a)G : A+(G) + R(G) is zero on 
G-sets of cardinality <m for all groups G. 
(2) The fact that P is an isomorphism means that each natural transformation 
q : A+ --f R can be expressed, in a unique way, as an infinite sum of the form 
v = i Q&J, 
m=O 
with b,~RS(rn). This makes sense since by (1) the sum I,“=, F(b,)(X) is finite 
for each G-set X. 
2.9. Theorem. Let a E RS(r), r-2 1, n20. Then F(a) is a polynomial operation of 
degree IIZ if and only if for each partition TI of r of length n + 1 one has 
Res$‘,:(a) = 0. 0 
2.10. Definitions. Let m 2 n 11 be natural numbers. Denote by II(m, n) the set of 
all partitions of m of length n. For m > n 2 0 we define 
J;(R) := n Ker(Res$# : RS(m) -+ RS(n)), 
and 
rrEn(m,n+I) 
J:(R) := RS(m). 
For each m > 0 one gets a chain of ideals 
0 = J;(R) c J;(R) c -.. c J:(R) = RS(m). 
It follows from Theorem 2.9 that 
a E J;(R) w deg F(a) in. 
2.11. Theorem. Let q E Pol,(A, R), then there exists a unique sequence 
(b,),“=oe P(R) with the following properties: 
(1) rl= IX,“=, F(b,), 
(2) b,EJJ(R) for all m>n. 0 
2.12. Corollary. The map 
p: mco RSW) x m@+, J,‘#) --f Pol,(A, RI 
is a group isomorphism. 
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11. q 
For R =A one has the following result which relates the free powers (1.13) with 
the F defined in Definition 2.6. 
2.13. Proposition. For a permutation group HG S(n) one has F,,/H= F(S(n)/H). 
Therefore F,,/H: A’ + A is a polynomial operation of degree n, and it extends to 
a polynomial operation F,,/H: A --f A of degree n. 0 
2.14. Remark. It follows from Propositions 2.7 and 2.13 that 
F: S(A) + Pol(A, A) 
is an injective group homomorphism. We shall see in Section 5 that the image of 
F coincides with the image of SP : S(A) + Pol(A, A), see 1.14. This fact and the 
comments in the introduction motivate the following definition: 
2.15. Definition. A polynomial operation v : A + R is called geometric if it can be 
decomposed into a finite sum F(a,) + .a. + F(a,), with a, E RS(m) for 01 m 5 1. In 
other words, q : A + R is geometric if it is in the image of F: S(R) -+ Pol(A, R). For 
R =A this definition coincides with the one given before, see 1.14 and 5.7. 
We shall prove in Section 6 the following result for the cases R = A, A, R,, F a 
field of characteristic 0, and &, see Example 2.3. 
2.16. Proposition. The set {v] E Pol(A, R) 1 deg(q) = n} is non-countable for each 
n L 1. In fact there are uncountably many non-geometric operations of degree 
n. 0 
3. Some technical lemmas 
3.1. Lemma. For n> 1 the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) deg(f)sn. 
(2) Dn- 'f : M” -+ B is multiadditive. 
(3) D”f :M”+l -+ B is identically zero. 
For a proof see [18, 5.61. 
3.2. Lemma. Let B, C be abelian groups, and let {b, 1 i E I} be a subset of B which 
generates B as a group. Then each polynomial map f : B + C of degree 5 n is deter- 
mined by its behavior on sums of length at most n of elements in (bi 1 i E I>. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1(3). 0 
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Sequences of maps, such as I-operations or symmetric powers, satisfying the 
hypothesis of the following lemma occur in the theory of A-rings. Such maps are 
polynomial. 
3.3. Lemma. Suppose B is a commutative ring with unit 1. Let f, :M+ B, 
i=o, 1, . . . be a sequence of maps such that 
(1) fO(x) = 1 for all xEA4, 
(2) f,(x+y)=CYzafi(x)fn-i(y)forallx,yEM. 
Then f, is a polynomial map of degree 5 n. 
Proof. This follows easily by induction. 0 
3.4. Buruside rings. Let G be a finite group. As in the representation theory of 
finite groups one can define for each subgroup HC G a group homomorphism 
Indg:A(H) -A(G), given on H-sets by XI-+ G X HX. It is called the induction 
homomorphism. If i : Hc, G denotes the inclusion, then the ring homomorphism 
i* : A(G) --) A (H) is denoted by Res$ and called the restriction homomorphism. In- 
duction and restriction homomorphisms are related in the same way as they are in 
representation theory, that is, Frobenius reciprocity and the Mackey formula hold 
[24, (1.6), (1.7)]. In fact A is a representation functor in the sense of Section 2. 
3.5. The Burnside algebra. For the Burnside ring functor A, S(A) has been con- 
sidered by Rymer [30]. Since AS(n) is, as abelian group, freely generated by 
{S(n)/H 1 HE C>, S(A) is, as abelian group, freely generated by {S(n)/H / n?O, 
HE T,}, see 1.4 for the definition of T,. The graded product of two such 
generators is given by 
S(m)/H*S(n)/K = S(m + n)/Hx K. 
This leads to the following definition: A permutation group HC S(n) is called 
decomposable if there exists a partition P, UP2 = { 1, . . . , n> with Pi f 0 # P2, and 
subgroups K, c S(P,), i = 1,2, such that 
here S(Pj) denotes the subgroup of automorphisms of the set Pi, which is in a 
natural way embedded in S(n). We call Hc S(n) indecomposable if it is not decom- 
posable. For example S(m) is decomposable as a subgroup of S(n), n>m. Also 
S(m) x S(n) is decomposable as a subgroup of S(m + n), m 2 1, n 11. On the other 
hand S(2) g {Id, (1,2)(3,4)} is indecomposable as a subgroup of S(4), even though 
it is not transitive. 
3.6. Lemma. Each permutation group HC S(n) has a unique decomposition as a 
product of indecomposables. 
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Proof. Obviously Hc S(n) has such a decomposition. If Hi X 1.. Xff,C 
S(P,)x-.- x S(P,) c S(n) and K, x ... x Kl c S(Q1) x ... x S(Q,) c S(n) are two 
decompositions of Hc S(n) by indecomposables, then it is easy to see that Ht = 
H, n S(P, fJ Qt) x ... x Ht 0 S(P, tl QI) c S(P,). Since H, is already indecom- 
posable, P, c Qi, for some ii. In the same way Qi, c Pt. Thus Hi = K;, . Proceeding 
inductively uniqueness follows. 0 
3.7. Remarks. (1) Let % := {HE u,“=, T, 1 H’ 1s indecomposable}. If HE T, we say 
that H has degree 2n. From the preceding it follows that the correspondence 
H- S(n)/H extends to an algebra isomorphism 
where Z[%!] is the graded polynomial algebra with indeterminates in 6%. 
(2) For the complex representation ring functor R,-, the algebra S(R,) is well 
known, see Definition 2.4. In fact S(R,) is isomorphic to the ring of all symmetric 
polynomials in an infinite number of variables. S(R,-) has a very rich structure: it 
is a commutative associative self-dual Z-Hopf algebra. See [3, $1; 23, Chapter III; 
2.5; 21, Theorem 1.2, $51. 
We conclude this section with some technical lemmas about polynomial 
operations. 
3.8. Let E, F be as in 1.6. Let E” : C9 -+& be the contravariant functor defined 
byE”(G):=E(G)x... x E(G), the n-fold Cartesian product of E(G). For a natural 
transformation q : E + F we define new natural transformations 
D”r/:E”+‘+F, nz0, 
by (D”v)~ := D”(qc) for all GEYJ. See (1.1). So we have maps 
Dn:Nat(E,F)+Nat(E”+‘,F). 
In fact D” is a group homomorphism and its kernel is the group, Pol,(E, F), of 
all polynomial operations of degree <n. 
3.9. Notation. Let rr =(/cl, . . . . k,) E N” be an n-tuple of non-negative integers, let 
m := Cy=, k; and denote S(n) :=S(k,) x ... xS(k,). We consider S(X) as a 
subgroup of S(m) in the usual way. Let e = (k,,, . . . ,kJ with 1 <it < ... <i,<n, 
l<ssn, and let /=cg=i kil. If k,2k2>-.-_ > k, > 0, we say that 77 is a partition of 
m of length n. 
Let Pnj : S(n) ~ S(kj), 1 <j< n, and pne. . S(n) + S(Q) denote the canonical pro- 
jections. Warning: We will consider Pnj either as a morphism in 9 or, by virtue of 
Lemma 1.5, as an element of AS(7r). 
The analogue of Lemma 1.10 for (A+)” is the following: 
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3.10. Lemma. The map 
Nat((A+)“,F) + .!I,i,, Fs(a), i - (rS(n)(P,l, ... 9 Pmkr.N” 
is a group isomorphism. 
Proof. This follows from the decomposition 
(A’)“= fi Homg(G,S(k)) ‘, 
( k=O > 
the behavior of Horn9 on products, and the behavior of Nat on disjoint 
unions. 0 
3.11. Corollary. A natural transformation n :A+ + F is a polynomial operation of 
degree 5 n if and only if 
D”rl(~n,, . . ..~nn+.) = 0 
for all partitions 7c of length n + 1. 0 
3.12. Lemma. Let 71 and Q be as in 3.9. Let n : A+ -+ F be a natural transforma- 
tion, then 
In particular for rt = Q one has 
Proof. This follows from the naturality of r. 0 
4. Proofs of the main results 
4.1. Lemma. Let R : C4 + i?Z%E+ be a contravariant functor, then the exterior pro- 
duct defined in Definition 2.2 satisfies the following properties. (Compare with 112, 
VII.7, VII.81.) 
(1) &linearity: (a+a’)xb=axb+a’xb, ax(b+b’)=axb+axb’. 
(2) Associativity: (a x b) x c = a x (b x c). 
(3) Commutativity : a x b = t *(b x a), where t : G x H + H x G commutes factors. 
(4) Units: If 1, denotes the identity in R(H), then ax ln=p*(a), for all 
a E R(G), where p : G x H-+ G denotes the projection. 
(5) Naturality: If f : G+ K, g: H-t L are group homomorphisms, then 
(fxg)*(axb) =f*(a)xg*(b). 
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(6) If A : G -+ G x G denotes the diagonal map, then 
a-b = A*(axb). 
(7) Multiplicativity: (al x 6,) - (a2 x b2) = (al u a*) x (b, u b2) for a,, a2 E R(G) 
and bl,b2ER(H). 
Proof. All are easy consequences of the definition of the exterior product and of 
the properties of the interior product. 0 
4.2. Definition. Let R be a representation functor and let HC G. Via Res$ one can 
consider R(H) as an R(G)-module. We say that R satisfies Frobenius reciprocity if 
Indg: R(H) -+ R(G) is a homomorphism of R(G)-modules, in other words, if 
Indg(a U Res$(b)) = Indg(a) - b 
for a E R(H), b E R(G). 
4.3. Lemma. A representation functor satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. 
Proof. For each subgroup H of G identify H with the subgroup ((h, h) 1 h E H} of 
G x G. The Mackey formula for the subgroups G, Hx G of G x G is 
Res~XGoInd~~~ = Ind~oRes~XG. 
Let aER(H), bER(G), then 
Ind$(a) U b 
= Res~XG(Ind~(a) x Indg(b)) (by Lemma 4.1(6) and RI) 
= Res~XGInd$~~(ax b) (by R3) 
= Indg(a U Resg(b)). 
The last equality by Definition 2.2, the Mackey formula and the multiplicativity 
of the restriction ResEXG. 0 
4.4. Proof of Proposition 2.7. One easily proves injectivity. Let q eNat(A+, R). 
One defines inductively 





V- c F(b,) (r,)~RS(rn), m>O. 
j=O > 
Let b:= (b,),“,oeP(R>. Then it follows by comparison of the characteristic 
numbers that P(@=v. 0 
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4.5. Remarks. (1) For q : A+ + R we consider the partial sums 
rln := i F(b,). 
m=O 
They are approximations of q in the sense that the first n + 1 characteristic 
numbers of both rl and vn coincide, in symbols ~(2,) =q,,(zm) for O<m<n. This 
means that q and )I~ coincide on G-sets of cardinality in, for all G. 
(2) We can think of P(R) as a power series ring. The product (c,),“=~ of two se- 
quences(a,),“,o,(b,),“,oisgivenbyc,=~~~oak~bm~k.AsobservedbyD.Puppe 
P: P(R) --t Nat(A+, R) is just multiplication with (l,)E=,, E n,“=, RS(m). Since 
(l,),“=, is invertible in P(R), P-’ : Nat(A+, R) --f P(R) is given by multiplication 
with the inverse of (l,),“=,. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 2.9. One implication is quite simple. Let a E RS(r) and sup- 
pose F(a) is a polynomial operation of degree in. Let rc be a partition of r of length 
n + 1. By Corollary 3.11 one has 
0 =D”F(a)(pnl,...,pnn+l) 
+ : (*F(a)(@) 
where the 6’s are elements in A’S(n) of cardinality <r, and therefore by Remark 
2.8(l) lie in the kernel of F(a) : A’S(n) + RS(z). Hence 
0 = W-4 
= Res#(F(a)(z,)) by Lemma 3.12 
= Res${$(a) by Definition 2.6. 
For the other implication we need to work more. Let r, t, m, be natural numbers 
such that m=r+t, and let n=(kt,..., k,, 1) be a partition of m of length n + 1. 
We want to apply the Mackey formula (double coset formula) for S(m) and its 
subgroups S(r, t) := S(r) x S(t) c S(m) and S(z) c S(m). Let 
n+l 
D(n,r) := (jl,...,jn+l)EN”+’ ;C,j,=randO<ji5ki, lliln+l 
1 
. 
For u=(j, , . . . , j, + 1) E D(rc, r) we define the following groups: 
S(71)(U):=S(jl)xS(kl-jl)x...xS(jn+l)xS(kn+l-j,+1)~S(~)~S(m), 
A(o) := S(j,)x...xS(j,+,)rS(r), 
B(o) :=s(k,-j,)x...xS(k,+,-j,+,)cS(t). 
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In this case the Mackey formula can be written in the following way, see [22, 
P. 181, 
Ress[c]o Ind$?i, = U,gn r) Indg[i](,,o Res~{~~&“oc,*, (1) 
where the maps c, : S(r, t)(u) + S(r, t) are conjugation homomorphisms by repre- 
sentatives g, of a double coset decomposition G= flUED(K,r) S(rc)g,S(r, t), and 
SO.9 0(n) =gJ@, 0g,‘. 
We need the following lemma: 
4.1. Lemma. Let r, t, m, n be as before. Then for aE RS(r), bERS(t) one has 
Proof. Follows from (1) and Lemma 4.1(5). 0 
We proceed now to prove the other implication. Let aE RS(r) such that 
Resg{$(a) = 0 for all partitions rr of r of length n + 1. By Corollary 3.11 it is enough 
to prove that 
D”F(a)(p,,,...,Pnn+l) =0 (2) 
for all partitions 7c of length n + 1. Let rc = (k,, . . . , k, + ,) be such a partition and let 
m := Crz; ki. If m<r, then (2) follows from Remark 2.8(l). If m =r, then one has 
D”F(a)(p,,, . . ..P nn+ 1) = Res$‘,:(a) 
which is zero by hypothesis. So suppose m = r-t t with t >O. By Lemma 4.7 one has 
Res$#‘(a)(Q) = Res$#(a* It) 
(3) 
In the case that all coordinates of u E D(rc, r) are positive one has, by hypothesis, 
that Resi(;?,(a) = 0. Hence we only need to consider the summands in (3) for which 
u has at least one zero coordinate. 
Define for each sequence 1 I p1 < ,u~ < . ..<p(.ln+ 1, 1~~s~~n-t 1, the set 
Z(Lci, ... , Pu,) := {(.A ,..., jn+,)ED(x,r)Ijp,=O, lsils}. 
It is not difficult to see that (3) transforms to 
n+l 
,c, (-l) ‘+ ’ c c Ind~l~~(,)oc,*(Res~~~~(a) x Ress#(l,)), OECr UEZ(0) (4) 
where C, is the set of all sequences 15 pi < 1.. < ps< n + 1. 
Fix now such a sequence. For convenience we assume that pi = n + 1 -s + i for 
15 ils. The general case can be treated in an analogous fashion. Let u = 
(j 1 ,..., j,+,)~Z(p ,,..., pJ, then u=(j, ,..., jn+iPs,O ,..., 0). Note that some of the 
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first n + 1 -s coordinates could be also zero. We need more notation: let q := 
c:=+nl+,-s+[ ki,e:=(k,,...,k,+,-,),e’:=(~,+,~,+,,...,~,+,), %:=(j,,...&+,-s). 
Then Q is a partition of m - q and U, E D(Q, r). One has, by Lemma 4.1(5) and R3 
Ind&,, 0 c,h(Res;:‘?,(a) x Resg#(l,)) 
= Ind~l~~(,,oc~(Res~~~~,(a) x ResgyU;q)(l,_q)) x lsCeo. (5) 
Let pnQ : S(n) -S(Q) denote the canonical projection. Summing over all 
ueZ(Lc*, . . . . ,u~) one gets, by (5) and Lemma 4.1(4) 
=p&oRes$((z-q)(aolI_q) (by Lemma 4.7) 
= P& ~Res~l~~~q)(F(a)(z,~q)) (by Definition 2.6) 
= Fk)(P,, + ... +pnn+ 1 -,I (by Lemma 3.12). 
Summing over all sequences o, one gets from (3), (4) and the preceding equalities 
the following identity 
ntl 
Res~liTl(F(a)(z~)) = ,C, (-l)‘+l ,s,,,,.~, ~n+l F(a) C Pnj 9 
s ( > i 
wherejruns over {I,..., n+l}\{,~i ,..., p,}. 
Since Res$$(F(a)(r,)) =F(a)(p,, + ... +p nn+ 1) the preceding identity implies 
(2). 0 
Some consequences of Theorem 2.9 are the following corollaries: 
4.8. Corollary. Let a E RS(m), then F(a) : A+ + R is a polynomial operation of 
degree I m. In particular it extends to a unique polynomial operation from A to 
R of degree <m, which we also denote by F(a). 
Proof. The last claim follows from Proposition 1.9. 0 
4.9. Corollary. Let aE RS(m), and let G be a finite group. Suppose that 
F(a),: A(G) + R(G) has degree <n and that m> n /G 1 -here IG) denotes the 
order of G-then F(a)o is identically zero. 
Proof. The canonical basis of A(G) is given by {G/H 1 HE T(G)}, see 1.4. Since F(a) 
has degree 5 n, F(a) is determined by its values on zero and on the sums of the form 
G/H,+...+G/H,, lslln, see Lemma 3.2. But IG/H,+...+G/H,~II~G~~ 
n ICI cm. Hence by Remark 2.8(l) F(a)(G/H, + .a. + G/H,) =O. The claim 
follows. 0 
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4.10. Proof of Theorem 2.11. We first consider q as a natural transformation from 
A+ to R. By Remark 2.8(2) there exists a unique sequence (b,),“,OeP(R) such 
that q = C,“=, F(b,) as natural transformations from A+ to R. The b,‘s were con- 
structed inductively in 4.4. Let [, . = v - Cyz, F(bi). We prove by induction on I 
that b,+,~Ji+/ (R). This is trivial for l=O. Now suppose that b,+) eJ,“+j(R) for 
0 rj< 1, thus by Definition 2.10 deg(F(b, +j)) I n. Therefore c, +, has degree In. 
Let n~n(n+I+l,n+l), then 
0 = D”r,+,(Bn,, ***,Pnn+,) 
n+l 
= 
i n+l ( > iCl Pni + I$l c-t Cn+/)(s), 
where the 6’s are some elements in A+S(rr) of cardinality in + 1. Since q and q,,+, 
coincide on elements of cardinality IIZ + 1, by Remark 4.5(l), the 6’s are in the 
kernel of in+,. Thus 
II+1 
0 = in+/ ( > J, Pni * 
Since by construction of the bi’S one has b,,+[+ 1 = [,,+,(l,,+,+ ,), then by Lemma 
3.12 Res$$;‘+l)(bn+l+l) =O. This proves (2). 
In order to prove (1) it is enough to see that the sum C,“=, F(b,) makes sense 
as a natural transformation from A to R. It follows from (2) that each F(b,) has 
degree 5 n, hence by Corollary 4.8 each of them extends to a polynomial operation 
F(b,) : A + R of degree in, and by Corollary 4.9 the sum 
E F(b,) : A(G) ---f R(G) 
m=O 
is finite for all G. Therefore the sum C,“=, F(b,) is a well defined element in 
Pol,(A, R). q 
5. Geometric operations on Burnside rings 
In this section we study the ring of polynomial operations q : A + A generated by 
the symmetric powers, see 1.12-1.15. 
5.1. Definition. For 1 lkln let P(n, k) denote the set of partitions of the set 
{l,..., n} into k non-empty subsets. The cardinality of P(n, k), denoted by S(n, k), 
is called a Stirling number of the second class, see [7, p. 381. 
5.2. Proposition. For each permutation group Hc S(n) the following identity 
holds: 
n-l 
c c S(H,K).F,/K +F,/H, 
k=2 KeTk > 
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where the S(H,K)‘s are non-negative integers, and Tk as defined in 1.4. In fact we 
shall prove more: We construct from HC S(n) the groups K for which S(H, K) > 0. 
Proof. Let X, be the subset of X” of all the n-tuples which have exactly k different 
coordinates. X, is invariant under the action of S(n)x G on X”. Since X”= 
Hi=, X,, one has the following identity of G-sets 
P,/H(X) = X”/H = fi X,/H. 
k=l 
To conclude we calculate X,/H. For each partition ~ceP(n, k) we choose an 
order of its elements 71 = { 11i, . . . , rk} and define a map 
qn:{l ,..., n}+(l)..., k} 
by qn(a) = b if and only if a~ zb. Then for each G-set X the map qn induces a 
G-map j, : Xk -+ X” given by (xi, . . . ,xk) ++ (xqncl), .. . ,x~,~~,). 
Note that the image of j, is independent of the order chosen on rc. Denote by f, 
the composition of inclusions 
f, : F,(x) c Xk j, x”. 
Hence Xk= 11 K EP(n,kj f,(Fk(X)), for 1 I k I n. The group H acts in a natural 
way on P(n, k). Let H, denote the H-isotropy group of n = { rci, . . . , n$}. The group 
H, leaves the unordered partition rr fixed, but permutes its elements, thus defining 
a permutation group Hrrk C S(k). 
Let R, be a set of representatives of the H-orbits of P(n, k). Then 
Xk/H= u f,(Fk(X))/H,r u Fk(X)/H,+ 
ZCRk i?GRk 
So we get the following description of P,/H(X): P,/H(X) =X+ (CiIi CnERk Fk/ 
H,k(X)) + F,JH(X). 0 
5.3. Corollary. The following identities hold: 
(1) P,, = &, S(n, k)F,, 
(2) F,= Cizl s(n, k)Pk, where the s(n, k)‘s denote the Stirling numbers of the 
first class, [7, p. 471. 
Proof. (1) is a special case of Proposition 5.2. (2) follows from the fact that the 
n x n matrix [s(Z, k)] is the inverse of [S(Z, k)], see [7, p. 471. 0 
A different proof was given in [33, 1.3.231. 
5.4. Lemma. For a permutation group NC S(n) one has: 
(1) Zf X is a G-set with IX/ <n, then F,/H(X)=O. 
(2) F,/H(l,+k)=S(n+k)/(HxS(k))EAiS(n+k), kz0. 
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Proof. By definition IF,(X)1 =0 for /XI <n. Thus (1) follows. In order to prove 
(2) one observes that F,(zntk ) is a transitive S(n + k)-set. And since the isotropy 
group of the H-orbit [l, . . . . n] EF,,(z,+~)/H is Hx S(k), the claim follows. 0 
5.5. Proof of Proposition 2.13. By Lemma 5.4 and 3.5 both natural transforma- 
tions have the same characteristic numbers, thus they are equal. Since 
S(n)/HE J,“(A) and S(n)/H$ J,“- ‘(A), F,/H has degree n by Definition 2.10. The 
last claim follows from Proposition 1.9. 0 
5.4. Lemma. P,,/H: A+ + A is a polynomial operation of degree n. Therefore it 
extends to a polynomial operation P,,/H: A + A of degree n. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.2 that D”(P,,/H) =0 and that D”-‘(P,/H)= 
D”- ‘(F,/H) #O. Therefore P,,/H is polynomial and has degree n. The last claim 
follows from Proposition 1.9. 0 
5.7. The ring of geometric operations. Let Geom(A) denote the set of all geometric 
operations, namely the image of SP in Pol(A, A), see 1.14. In virtue of Proposition 
5.2 Geom(A) coincides with the image of F: S(A) + Pol(A,A), see Remark 2.14. 
Since F is injective, the set 
$= {F,/HInzO, HET,] 
is a Z-basis of Geom(A). From this and Proposition 5.2 follows that the set 
Yg= {P,,/HInzO, HET,} 
is also a Z-basis of Geom(A). Thus the map 
SP : S(A) + Geom(A) 
is a ring isomorphism. Then by Remark 3.7 the correspondence H- P,,/H defines 
a ring isomorphism 
Z[%] 2 Geom(A). 
5.8. Remarks. (1) Rymer defined a product * on S(A) which corresponds under SP 
to the composition of geometric operations, see [30, p. 761, [lo, IV.2.211. 
(2) The group homomorphism F: S(A) -+ Geom(A) preserves neither multipli- 
cation nor composition. For example F(lr l 1,) # F(1,). F(lr), and F(1, * 12) # 
F(l,)oF(l,). 
(3) We could think of SP as a map 
SP : S(A) -+ Nat(A+, A). 
It follows from Proposition 5.2 that SP is not continuous in the filtration 
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topologies, see Definition 2.4 and Remark 2.5(l), hence it cannot be extended to 
P(A). 
(4) The remarks above are intended to compare SP and F. In some sense they 
complement each other. On the one hand SP gives (5.7) a complete algebraic 
description of Geom(A), but says nothing about the non-geometric operations. On 
the other hand F extends (Definition 2.6), being continuous, to E. This fact yields 
(2.11, 2.12) a complete description of the additive structure of Pol(A, A), but says 
nothing about the multiplicative structure, at least not at a glance. 
(5) Not every natural transformation II: A+ -+A is polynomial. For example 
V=c,“=, A,, see 1.13. For a G-set X, a(X) is just the power set of X, that is, the 
set of all subsets of X, which has cardinality 2 IX1 So q cannot be polynomial. This .
example also shows that not every infinite sum of polynomial operations is 
polynomial. 
(6) It could be interesting from a combinatorial point of view to study the group 
isomorphism 
SP o F-’ : Geom(A) -+ Geom(A) 
which maps $ onto 99’. The matrix of the change of basis is given by the S(H,K)‘s, 
see Proposition 5.2. Note that if E,, c S(n) denotes the trivial group, then S(E,, Ek) 
is just the Stirling number S(n,k). 
(7) It can be shown [33, 1.8.101 that for aeAS(m), deg(F(a))=deg(SP(a)). In 
other words the change of basis SPoF-’ maps geometric operations of degree n to 
geometric operations of degree n. That deg(F(a)) I deg(SP(a)) follows from 
Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 5.2. For the other inequality we suppose 
deg(F(a)) =rz, hence (Definition 2.10) aeJ$(A). Using this fact one sees after a 
long calculation that D”(SP(a)) = 0. 
6. Non-geometric operations 
In this section we study the existence of non-geometric operations 17 :A * R, see 
2.15 for the definition. Throughout R will be a representation functor. 
6.1. Definitions. (1) Let co: A(G)-+27 denote the augmentation Example 2.3(2). 
Then for kz 1 the correspondences 
a- 1, 
define a family of polynomial maps &ko : A(G) --f R(G) of degree 
finite group G. They together produce a polynomial operation 
+:A+R 
of degree I k. 
I k, one for each 
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(2) For m 2 n 2 1 we define inductively elements a; E RS(m) as follows: 
a,” := l,, 
n ._ a, .- 
0 
m Im/f’ a;. I,_,. 
n j=n 
6.2. Proposition. E,= C,“=, F(ai). 
Proof. This follows easily from 4.4. 0 
6.3. Corollary. a$ E J:(R). q 
6.4. Lemma. Res${z)! t,(ak) = a:Y’t for m r n > 1. 
Proof. By induction on m. For m =n this is trivial. So, suppose m>n. By Lemma 
4.7 and the induction hypothesis one has 
Res~l~)_,)(arol,_,)=a:ol,_,_,+a:_:ol,_, 
for nlr<m. The claim now follows from the definition of a:. 0 
6.5. Lemma. If the elements ax E RS(m) are different from zero for all m 2 1, then 
a:gJ;-‘(R) for all mznzl. 
Proof. For n = 1 the statement is just the hypothesis. For n > 1 one takes the partition 
7r=(m-n+ l,l,..., 1) ~I7(m, n). Then by Lemma 6.4 Resz{$(ak) = ah_,,+ t #O. 
The claim follows. 0 
From now on we suppose that R satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.5. 
6.6. Corollary. E, is a non-geometric operation. 0 
6.7. Corollary. The inclusions in the chain of ideals 
0 = J;(R) c J;(R) c ... c J:(R) = RS(m) 
are all strict. 0 
6.8. Remarks. (1) Let cr” m := F(ai). The preceding results show that cwk :A + R is a 
geometric operation of degree n. In particular it follows from Corollary 4.9 that the 
map ok : A(G) + R(G) is identically zero if /G 1 <m/n. 
(2) Each sequence U= (km):=, of elements in {O,l} defines a polynomial 
operation 
F,” := ; k,.cx; 
m=O 
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of degree n (with exception, of course, of the constant sequence consisting of zeros). 
It follows from Theorem 2.11 that different sequences yield different polynomial 
operations. We have proved the following: 
6.9. Proposition. The set (q E Pol(A, R) ( deg(q) = n} is non-countable for each 
n 2 1. In fact there are uncountably many non-geometric operations of degree 
n. 0 
To conclude we shall consider some particular cases. 
6.10. Remarks. (1) In the Burnside ring AS(m) one has, by definition, the identity 
af, = m . 1, + c d,. S(m)/S(n), 
x 
where rc runs over all partitions of m of length 22, and the d,‘s are integers. The 
Burnside ring functor A obviously satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.5. Therefore, 
6.6-6.9 hold for A. In some sense Proposition 6.9 generalizes a result of Blass [4, 
Corollary 4C] which states that the set 
{I]EPoL~(A,A) 1 qG:A(G)+A(G) is a ring homomorphism for all G) 
is non-countable. 
(2) Let G = nr= 1 KgiH be a double coset decomposition of G with respect to the 
subgroups H, K. Then, by the Mackey formula, one has 
Resg(G/H) = i K/K fl gi Hg;‘. 
i=l 
(3) Let h : A + R be a natural transformation of ring valued functors (the maps 
ho : A (G) + R(G) are ring homomorphisms) commuting with induction homo- 
morphisms. Then h defines a homomorphism of graded algebras 
S(h) : S(A) -+ S(R). 
Therefore the ring homomorphism h,,,,:AS(m)-+ RS(m) maps a& to ai, in 
symbols, h,(,,(ak) = at or S(h)(ak) = a:. The same notation for elements in dif- 
ferent rings should not lead to confusion. It will be clear from the context which 
ring we are meaning. We list some examples of this situation, which shall be needed 
below. 
6.11. Examples. (1) Let F be any field, and let FS denote the permutation 
representation associated to a G-set S. The correspondences S ct FS define a 
natural transformation of ring valued functors h,: A --f RF, commuting with in- 
duction homomorphisms. 
(2) The canonical natural transformation fi: A -+a commutes with induction 
homomorphisms. 
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(3) Let kF : R,+ RF denote the canonical natural transformation, then the com- 
position h;: : = kF 0 h r : A -+ gF commutes with induction homomorphisms. 
6.12. Lemma. Let Z, denote the cyclic subgroup of S(m) generated by the cycle 
(I,& . . . . m). Then a; is not in the kernel of the restriction 
Res;($:AS(m)-+A(Z,). 
Proof. For each partition n of m of length 12 and each 0’~ S(m) the group 
z, n oS(7r)a-’ is strictly contained in Z,. Then, by Remark 6.10 
Ressim)(a&) = m. I%,+ c b,. Z,/H, 
H 
where H runs over the set of all proper subgroups of Z, and the bH’s are integers. 
The claim follows. 0 
6.13. Lemma. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Then the element a!,, E Rr(S(m)) 
is different from zero for all m. Thus R, satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.5 and 
therefore 6.6-6.9 hold for R = R,. 
Proof. Laitinen observed [24, Lemma 1.81 that the kernel of the canonical map 
hF : AS(m) --f R,(S(m)) coincides with the kernel of the restriction map 
Res:AS(m)-+ @ A(C) 
Ccs(m) 
to the cyclic subgroups of S(m). The claim follows now from Lemma 6.12, Remark 
6.10(3) and Example 6,11(l). 0 
Now we consider the completed Burnside ring functor a, see Example 2.3(2). As 
we shall see, not all the ak’s are different from zero; however infinitely many of 
them are. Therefore Corollary 6.6 and Proposition 6.9 hold for a. 
6.14. Lemma. The element af, E&(m) is different from zero if and only if m is a 
prime power. 
Proof. We first observe that ap-Sylow subgroup P of S(m) is transitive if and only 
if m is a power of p. Laitinen proved [24, Proposition 1.101 that the kernel of 
h:AS(m)-+AS(m) coincides with the kernel of the restriction map 
Res : AS(m) -+ 
&%m, A(P) 
where P runs through the Sylow subgroups of S(m). If m is not a prime power, then 
there exists a partition rtp of m of length 2 for each prime p, such that a p-Sylow 
subgroup Qp is contained in S(rcp), hence 
ResSdpm)(ak) = ResiFP)o Res~~~~,(a~) = 0. 
Therefore at is in the kernel of Res, and so h(ak) = 0. 
If m is a power of some prime p we consider the restriction 
Resscrn) :AS(m) ---*A(P), 
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where P is a p-Sylow subgroup of S(m). Since P is a transitive permutation group, 
using Remarks 6.10(l) and 6.10(2) one gets 
ResSI(“‘(&) = m . l,+ c bH. P/H, 
H 
where H runs over a set of representatives of conjugation classes of proper 
subgroups of P and the bH’s are integers. Therefore ui is not in the kernel of Res. 
The claim follows. 0 
Finally we consider the completed complex representation functor Rc. We have 
a similar result to Lemma 6.14 for l?c. Therefore Corollary 6.6 and Proposition 
6.9 hold for l?c. 
6.15. Lemma. Let G be a finite group, then the kernel of the canonical map 
h : A(G) + l?,-(G) coincides with the kernel of the restriction map 
Res:A(G)-* @ A(C) 
c 
where C runs over all cyclic p-groups. 
Proof. The claim follows from [2, Proposition 6.121, [24, Lemma 1.81 and the com- 
mutativity of the diagram 
A(G) A R,(G) 
Res 
@,A(G,) - 0, Rc(Gp) 
where the sums run over all prime numbers dividing the order of G and Gp is a p- 
Sylow subgroup of G. q 
6.16. Lemma. The element akERcS(rn) is different from zero if and only if m is 
a prime power. 
Proof. Analogue to the proof of Lemma 6.14 but using Lemma 6.15. 0 
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